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ABSTRACT
Lin, Hao Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2018. Large Scale Data Analysis in
Parallel R and Its Use in Eﬃciently Scheduling Batch Jobs in the Cloud . Major
Professor: Samuel P. Midkiﬀ.
Large-scale data management and deep data analysis are increasingly important
for both enterprise and scientiﬁc applications. Statistical languages provide rich functionality and ease of use for data analysis and modeling and have large user bases. R is
among the most widely used of these languages, but is limited by a single threaded execution model and problem sizes that ﬁt in a single node. We propose a highly parallel
R system called RABID (R Analytics for BIg Data) that maintains R compatibility,
leverages the MapReduce-like Spark framework and achieves high performance and
scaling across clusters. RABID preserves the R programming model by introducing
R-compatible distributed data structures with overloading functions. Optimizations
like reducing the memory footprint, data pipelining and serialization, and operation
merging are used to improve runtime performance. We compare RABID to several
other frameworks.
In the era of cloud computing, batch data process workloads like RABID applications are targeted to run in VMs or containers in a cloud-based data center. Eﬃcient
scheduling of data center VMs can reduce the number of physical servers needed and,
in turn, reduce the energy and other capital costs for maintaining the virtualized data
center. We propose an innovative data-driven approach to achieve eﬃcient pro-active
VM scheduling. Our approach uses a multi-capacity bin-packing technique that eﬃciently places VMs onto physical servers. We use time-series analysis to extract not
only low frequency information about future VM workloads but also high frequency

xiv
information for VM workload correlations. This approach can also be implemented
in RABID and leverages its high performance.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last few years, commercial, scientiﬁc and engineering applications have
led to very large datasets, and the data volume keeps growing rapidly. The ability
to store, manage and perform data mining and deep analysis on large-scale data is
increasingly important.
The web industry has created ways of logging data related to user behavior, such
as query history, to build better and better products. Web 2.0 took this trend one step
further by enabling users to generate massive content every day. Search queries, click
stream logging, tweets and re-tweets, the list of data sourced from humans continues
to grow. Modern enterprises are collecting data at a much ﬁner level so that they can
ﬁnd a hidden, yet valuable competitive edge.
The volume of machine generated data in scientiﬁc and engineering computing
is larger than the volume that even the ﬁnest-grained logging mechanism can imagine. Sensor networks, genome sequencing, particle physics experiments and satellite
imaging are some well known examples. For example, CERN experiments generate
one petabyte of data every second. CERN needs to store 24 Peta-bytes of data each
year, equivalent to 1,000 years worth of DVD quality video, which must be analyzed
and interrogated by scientists looking for clues to the structure and make-up of the
universe. Also, with the growth of cloud-based infrastructures, there are increasing
amounts of data in logs tracking user behavior as well as system performance.
The large volume of data, if analyzed properly, can help people make better decisions. As we have mentioned, the cloud has become a major computing infrastructure
utility, for resource consolidation and IT automation. Historical system performance
metrics can provide clues about how to eﬃciently allocate physical computing resources. To really learn from a large amount of machine generated historical metric
data, a data analyst or IT automation requires a good data processing framework.
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Modern programming models and data processing frameworks are developed to
meet this urgent need. MapReduce [1] is a simpliﬁed programming model adopted
by Google to perform batch processing with fault tolerance. Google also uses various
programming models to process diﬀerent types of workload. For example, Pregal [2]
is used to process large distributed graphs and MillWheel [3] is a data streaming
engine that manages data streams. The Hadoop [4] ecosystem is widely used as an
open-sourced implementation of MapReduce, distributed ﬁle system (HDFS), and
No-SQL database (HBase) [5]. Dryad [6], originally developed at Microsoft, extends
the MapReduce model to a DAG-like execution engine.
Although existing data parallel frameworks like Hadoop can solve many problems,
it is well known that they cannot solve iterative problems eﬃciently because of their
design [7]. Data mining and statistical analysis, which are the central foundation
of deep analysis, are iterative problems. For example, a data scientist or a data
analyst typically ﬁrst explores the data of interest and builds a model based upon
some assumption or hypothesis. Multiple iterations of model-building and hypothesis
evaluation are normally needed before the data scientist or data analyst chooses the
ﬁnal model. The ever growing demand for mining and reasoning about large volumes
of data has made building a highly scalable and highly eﬃcient distributed deep
analysis framework desirable. Therefore, researchers have proposed and implemented
frameworks [7,8] suitable for solving iterative data processing problems. For example,
the emergence of the Spark framework enables data scientists to perform in-memory
iterative analyses, which outperforms Hadoop by 20x for iterative jobs while retaining
features like fault tolerance and high availability.
From a system point of view, the distributed computing frameworks designed for
iterative workloads are the right solution for data mining and statistical modeling
on a large scale. However, in practice, the domain experts must overcome a steep
learning curve to use these systems. They are interested in what can be discovered
from data, not learning a new general purpose programming language. Therefore,
providing parallel computing tools that are compatible with widely used interfaces
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is important. The R [9] language and system was speciﬁcally designed for data
analysis computations and graphics, and is the top software tool in the data analysis
community [10]. Its popularity is still growing. R has its advantages over other
tools such as SAS, SPSS, Python, etc., as it was developed to be cross-platform,
open source, and most importantly, comes with a rich collection of add-on packages.
Despite its beneﬁts, R suﬀers from the severe restriction that its execution model is
single threaded, and therefore memory is limited to what is available on a single node.
To create real-world Big Data Analytics applications and tools, enterprises or scientiﬁc institutes typically maintain two teams: one team of data or research scientists
and one team of software engineers. The ﬁrst team develops algorithm prototypes
in their favorite data analysis languages, such as R, and tests them on small size
datasets. The second engineering team, composed of system experts, then takes the
prototypes and rewrites them into applications that work well on large scale datasets,
using general purpose compiled languages like Java or C++. If the prototype algorithm does not work well after rewriting, the data scientists have to re-design the
algorithm and the entire process begins again. This brings tremendous overhead to
the development life cycle, and an extra ﬁnancial burden to the enterprises to keep
two diﬀerent teams. Therefore, it would be ideal if we had a data analysis system for
data scientists to easily and directly manage and process large datasets, without the
help of system programmers.
This thesis proposes that we can build a distributed parallel R, R Analytics for BIg
Data (RABID), to achieve usability, performance and fault tolerance by leveraging
a MapReduce-like distributed Spark. We will preserve the vanilla R programming
model by extending Spark’s Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD). Moreover, as a
test of RABID’s ability to solve signiﬁcant analysis problems we use it to implement
our algorithm we developed to consolidate virtual machines in data centers. To
summarize, the thesis makes the following contributions:
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1. It introduces the RABID system, its distributed data types, and the supported
functions and runtime system that allow R users to perform interactive largescale data analytics for both batch and streaming workloads.
2. It describes in detail the design and implementation of the RABID system, including serialization techniques, optimizations to reduce communication overheads and techniques to reduce the memory footprint. These techniques enables
parallel execution to scale larger problems to distributed system.
3. It introduces a general placement strategy that eﬀectively consolidates virtual
machines onto physical servers using both workload size and correlations, allowing our approach to be used to facilitate either a pro-active migration or hybrid
strategy in a cloud infrastructure. Self-adaptive methods to tune the resource
limit parameter are used by our approach.
4. It shows RABID’s performance on several benchmarks with speedups relative
to several other related frameworks, e.g. RHIPE [11], Hadoop [4].
5. It automatically converts vectorized serial R scripts to run in parallel on RABID.
6. It applies RABID to implement our placement VM consolidation strategy as
a practice and proof of concept that RABID can eﬃciently solve real world
large-scale data analytic problems.

1.1

A Distributed Parallel R for Large Datasets
We propose a distributed parallel R framework, R Analytics for BIg Data (RA-

BID), that tackles these problems. We preserve the R programming model by introducing distributed R-compatible data structures that extend Spark’s RDD data
abstraction. Our design aims to make it easier for data analysts to pick up new
language capabilities (distributed computing) by using the same, or almost the same
interface functions. In particular, R is considered to be an array-based language, and
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many R applications are implemented with data types like R vectors, lists, matrices,
and data frames. RABID creates distributed counterparts to these that make parallel
execution nearly transparent to R users.
At runtime, RABID leverages Spark to give parallel performance and fault tolerance. A vector-style R program is naturally data-parallelizable, and ﬁts in well with
MapReduce-like execution structured in directed acyclic graph (DAG). The data contained in RABID’s distributed data types are serialized and stored in distributed disks
or Spark memory cache. The computation formatted as the R functions, is also serialized and distributed to the proper data partitions to be executed in parallel. Data
shuﬄing among data partitions is needed for some functions, and Spark takes care of
the data transfer layer.
We have discovered, however, that naively integrating R and MapReduce frameworks does not lead to an eﬃcient parallel R. It is necessary to reason about the
performance by analyzing system bottlenecks, and to come up with corresponding
optimizations. RABID applies several static analysis and runtime optimization techniques to eﬀectively reduce the system overheads and enhance the overall performance. These will be discussed in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4.

1.2

Workload-Data-Driven Virtual Machine Consolidation in Cloud-based
Data Centers
Virtual machine consolidation is an example of real world data analytics that

help people make better decisions, a very important problem in emerging cloud computing world. We propose an approach, described in this thesis, that abstracts VM
placement as a multi-capacity bin packing problem. Computing resources, e.g. CPU
usage, memory usage, disk I/O rate, etc., are considered to be constraints in diﬀerent
dimensions of a bin packing problem. We aim not only to meet the speciﬁc Service
Level Objectives (SLO) [12], but to guarantee the SLO success probability [13], as
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well. Multi-capacity bin packing problem is known to be NP-hard, and our heuristic
deﬁnes and uses a priority model that eﬃciently and eﬀectively schedules VMs.
Most of previous work focused on re-active placement, i.e. placement based on
historical system workload data. We make use of predictions of future VM workloads,
i.e. pro-active placement [14]. Previous work has studied various predictive methods
with properties and limitations. Our approach is not limited to a speciﬁc forecasting
method and we discuss how the predictive accuracy aﬀects the consolidation results
in this thesis. We have found that the correlations among VM workloads can play
an important roles in resource utilization. In particularly, it is a good idea to place
CPU-intensive workloads with I/O-intensive ones. In our approach, we consider both
predicted workload size and VM correlations and give a priority, or weight, to each
VM to be placed on a speciﬁc server. In the experimental evaluation, we can show
that our approach gives better placement results than First Fit Decreasing (FFD) [15]
and Multiplexing [16].
Our scheduling framework is “ﬂat” compared to some hierarchical architectures,
and may suﬀer from scalability problems. Here is where RABID comes into play. As
the volume of workload data becomes much larger it challenges our ability to process
it and run our scheduling algorithm performantly. We implement our approach in
RABID, parallelizing both of the prediction and correlation computation. We also
extend RABID to support streaming data processing so that the VM placement
algorithm can process incrementally in near real-time.

1.3

Thesis Outline
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces RABID, a distributed

parallel R for larger datasets, with its programming model, detailed system design
with optimization and experimental evaluation. Chapter 3 describes a virtual machine
consolidation strategy, simulation results, and how RABID is applied to implement
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the strategy. Finally, we discuss our future work, technology trends in industry, and
conclude the thesis in Chapter 4.
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2. RABID: A DISTRIBUTED PARALLEL R FOR LARGE
DATASETS
Large-scale data mining and deep data analysis are increasingly important for both
enterprise and scientiﬁc applications. Statistical languages provide rich functionality
and ease of use for data analysis and modeling and have a large user base. R [9] is
one of the most widely used of these languages, but is limited to a single threaded
execution model and problem sizes that ﬁt in a single node. This chapter describes a
highly parallel R system called RABID, which maintains R compatibility, leverages
the MapReduce-like distributed Spark [8] and achieves high performance and scaling
across clusters. Our experimental evaluation shows that RABID performs up to 5x
faster than Hadoop and 20x faster than RHIPE on two data mining applications.

2.1

Introduction
An R execution engine that allows users to easily execute their R programs on

parallel systems with high performance would allow analysts to eﬃciently target large
datasets without the distraction and pain of learning a new language. RABID is such
a system.
Other eﬀorts have targeted parallel R execution [17]. Snow [18] and Snowfall [19]
are built on MPI but only provide limited parallel APIs. The pbdMPI package [20]
requires an R user to use low-level message-passing calls, a major break from the
R programming model. Its extension, pbdDMat, provides a higher level distributed
matrix abstraction based on MPI but primarily targets linear algebra. None of these
MPI-based systems support fault tolerance. RHIPE [11] provides an R programming
framework on top of Hadoop’s MapReduce [4], but requires users to learn and use
map-reduce. Ricardo [21] also uses Hadoop to parallelize data computation, but
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Fig. 2.1. Diﬀerent frameworks compared by R compatibility and performance.

Fig. 2.2. Suitability of frameworks for various problem domains.

requires users to embed queries in R scripts to enable Hadoop computation. All of
these systems require R users to deviate signiﬁcantly from standard R programming.
Hadoop-based solutions also suﬀer from Hadoop’s ineﬃciencies in performing iterative
computations [8].
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The work described above is summarized in Figure 2.1. RABID is an R system
that allows R users to implement eﬃcient analyses (both iterative and non-iterative)
of datasets on parallel systems without needing to learn new programming models,
languages or parallel frameworks. RABID’s combination of high-performance and
R-compatibility places it in the upper right corner of the chart in Figure 2.1. RABID accomplishes this in three ways. First, RABID is implemented on the Spark
framework. Spark outperforms Hadoop by 20x [8] on iterative jobs and provides fault
tolerance and high availability, which RABID uses. This alone is insuﬃcient for great
parallel R performance. Second, RABID uses distributed data structures that act like
regular R data structures, and a serialization strategy that is transparent to users and
is compatible with the Renjin [22] R execution engine utilized by RABID. This enables R compatibility and reduces the memory footprint of a RABID job. Third, R
performs optimizations that reduce the communication overhead using three strategies. RABID uses a static analysis to determine the subset of data visible within a
function that is actually needed by the function, reducing the communication volume
of data sent to an R function, and the memory footprint by 80% of the original.
Next, RABID performs operation merging to dramatically reduce the communication of intermediate values by 60% on average. Finally, RABID uses communication
pipelining to allow communication and computation to proceed in parallel, and increase performance by 20% on average in our applications. These techniques together
allow RABID to support the familiar R programming model while providing users
with high performance parallel executions.
To summarize, this chapter makes the following contributions:
1. It describes the RABID system, its distributed data structures, supported operations and runtime system that allow R code to scale to distributed systems.
2. It describes RABID’s distributed data structures and serialization techniques
that enable parallel execution within the R programming model.
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3. It describes optimizations to reduce communication overheads and techniques
to reduce the memory footprint, allowing larger problems to be run.
4. It shows RABID’s performance on two benchmarks relative to RHIPE and
Hadoop, and has speedups of up to 20x and 10x, respectively.
5. Some of techniques described in this work contributed to the open source project
SparkR [23] that is now part of Apache Spark.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the R and RABID programming model and RABID’s architecture. Design decisions and the analyses and
optimizations performed by RABID to provide superior parallel performance, while
maintaining the R programming model, are described in Section 2.3. RABID extensions of auto-parallelizing R vectorized programs and parallelizing streaming data
processing are covered in Section 2.4 and 2.5. In Section 2.6 we describe our benchmark programs and the experimental evaluation of the system. Finally Sections 2.7
and 2.8 describe related work and conclusions.

2.2

Programming in R and RABID
Before discussing how RABID supports the R programming model, it is useful to

review the R programming model by means of an example.

2.2.1

The R Programming Model

R is, at its core, a functional language that passes data through a series of operators (often represented as functions) that repeatedly transform the data. Iterative
computations often involve an invariant input data set that is transformed by a sequence of operations within a loop. The result of this sequence of operations is the
input to the next iteration of the loop. The operators that transform an input data
D into D0 is called the execution trace of D0 . Loop bodies often form a trace.
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1.

DATA <- lapply(rb.readLines(‘hdfs://. . . ’) as.numeric(a), cache=T)

2.

DATA <- as.data.frame(DATA, row.names=...)

3.

set.seed(1000)

4.

centroids <- as.list(sample(DATA, 16))

5.

func <- function(a) { . . . }

6.

while(cond < threshold) {

7.

newCen <- as.list(

8.

aggregate(

9.

x=adply(DATA, 1, func),

10.

by=id,

11.

FUN=mean))

12.
13.
14.

tempDist <- sum(mapply(function(x,y) dist(x[2],y[2]),
centroids, newCen))
centroids <- newCen

15. }

Fig. 2.3. K-means clustering as an example of using RABID. Vanilla R
API functions overloaded in RABID are in bold font, RABID distributed
data structures are in all capital letters.
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Figure 2.3 shows an R implementation of the K-means clustering algorithm. Line
numbers are shown for clarity and are not part of the program. The RABID API
lapply() (line 1) applies the R function as.numeric to each line read by rb.readLines()
and as.numeric() converts each line to a numeric vector. The cache parameter requests that R cache the working set of vectors in RAM if possible. Then DATA in a
list type is transformed into a data frame (line 2). Next (line 4), a set of randomly
picked centroids is deﬁned as a list. In the iterative optimization loop (lines 6–15),
both adply() (line 9) and aggregate() , a reduce-like function that groups records by
user-speciﬁed keys, shown in line 8, are repeatedly invoked to compute the centroid
closest to each record held in DATA. The user deﬁned function func and built-in function mean update centroids with the mean of all points in the same cluster, i.e.,
aggregated with the same key id. The loop continues until the convergence condition
is reached. We note that the trace for DATA of the result of each loop iteration consists
of the two adply and one aggregate operation.

2.2.2

Supporting the R Programming Model in RABID

The RABID system allows high performance parallel executions of R on clusters.
It does this by bridging the gap between R and and the parallel data engine. By
targeting Spark we can leverage its eﬃciency in handling iterative computations and
its fault tolerance mechanisms.
Figure 2.4 shows the RABID software stack. RABID provides distributed data
structures and low-level and high-level operations on those data structures. The lowlevel operations target RABID’s distributed R list and the high-level operations target
distributed data frames and matrices as well as providing parallel data mining functions. We also support access to the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) from
R programs. The R task coordinates distributed R code hosted by either the Renjin
or GNU R interpreters on server nodes and the optimizer and scheduler, as the name
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Fig. 2.4. The RABID software stack.

implies, performs optimizations described in Section 2.3 and schedules distributed R
functions.
We now discuss in more detail the distributed functions, data types and APIs
supported by RABID that are essential for RABID’s R compatibility.

Distributed Functions
In the example of Figure 2.3, the RABID versions of lapply() and aggregate()
are data parallel and as.list() is used to collect distributed data into an R list on
the master machine. Except for rb.readLines(), all other RABID functions override
standard R and provide users with signatures that diﬀer only in optional parameters.
In the signatures, we also preserve the R ‘. . . ’ argument so that a user passes in
additional argument settings to functions like lapply() and aggregate().
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Distributed Data Types and APIs
RABID provides several R-compatible data types that are “drop-in” replacements
for the corresponding standard R data types. A key data type for R is the list. Unlike
arrays, R lists are heterogeneous, i.e., members can have diﬀerent types. RABID
supports the BigList distributed type which is transparent to users and can be used
exactly like the standard R list data type. RABID also provides distributed R data
types such as matrices and data frames, which contain well-structured data with rows
of records and columns of attributes, similar to database data tables.
Each distributed dataset is accessed as an instance of a “Big*” class. These objects
are descriptors, or promise objects, i.e., instead of actually containing the data they
store the necessary information to obtain the data. Thus distributed datasets are
lazily evaluated and operations are executed only when their values are needed, which
provides opportunities for performance optimizations.
More low-level APIs are described in [24]. Table 2.1 shows high-level RABID APIs
that manipulate the BigMatrix and BigDataFrame data types. Aside from taking
optional tuning parameters to control communication granularity they are identical
to vanilla R APIs. Higher-level APIs are mainly implemented in R by using low-level
APIs.

2.2.3

The RABID Runtime Architecture

The RABID runtime architecture is shown in Figure 2.5. R scripts, written by a
RABID user, are submitted through a web server to the RABID (and Spark) master
that runs the user’s command. An R session process (R driver) on the master runs
the user’s script with RABID support. It keeps dataset variables in symbol tables,
schedules DAG structured jobs [8] and maintains user deﬁned R functions (UDFs).
By default, the R code is executed using the Renjin [22] R virtual machine, which is
written in Java. Renjin was chosen because it, like Spark, is implemented in Java,
and consequently can be better integrated with Spark.

Table 2.1.

BigMatrix

’t’, ’cor’, . . . more matrix and statistical computation

aggregate(x, by, FUN) aggregated by speciﬁed attribute

adply/apply(X, MARGIN, FUN) apply functions to row or column marginal in the data frame/matrix

’+’, ’-’, ’*’, ’/’, ’%*%’, ’ˆ’, ’%%’ basic matrix arithmetic

’$’ returns a BigList column of speciﬁed attribute

rb.data.frame() creates a distributed “data frame” dataset rb.matrix(. . . )creates a distributed matrix dataset

BigDataFrame

Sample APIs for BigDataFrame and BigMatrix.
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Fig. 2.5. The RABID runtime architecture.

To enable communication of R data types (represented as Java objects in Renjin)
to diﬀerent servers, RABID rewrites these objects as Java Serializable objects.
The serialization of AtomicVector data types, e.g. integer, character and logical vectors, is straight-forward as only the primitive data ﬁelds are serialized. For Compound
Vectors, e.g., the ListVector that is essentially an array of R objects, the serialized
object consists of a length followed by serialized element objects. Most importantly,
new user deﬁned data types in R are automatically serializable as they are compositions of basic R types.
In both R and RABID, computation using both built-in functions and UDFs are
represented in the system as Function objects, i.e., a closure object. A closure in R
is a composition of formal parameters and a function body as pair-lists, along with
the closure’s enclosing environment. Enclosing environments can be divided into two
categories: user created environments and default R environments (i.e. namespaces in
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R default core packages). Since the core packages are installed at startup on servers,
the default R environments need not be serialized.
On the server node side (see Figure 2.5), the R interpreter can carry out computations in two diﬀerent ways. By default, R tasks on worker processes are executed
by the Renjin R interpreter and share the copy of the dataset that is cached by the
Spark Java worker process. We refer to this default mode as shared-mem mode. As
we show in Section 2.3, shared-mem mode reduces both latency and memory overheads. Renjin is capable of running all existing R packages by rebuilding them, and
the Renjin community is working to translate R packages, but this eﬀort is currently
incomplete. When a RABID user tries to load an R library that has not been rebuilt,
RABID uses the C-based GNU R interpreter and the data streaming mode instead
of the shared-mem mode, as shown in Figure 2.5. In the data streaming model, each
RABID operation execution (1) starts a Spark operation that connects the tasks with
a set of long running R session daemons through sockets; (2) starts a pipelined data
transmission; and (3) creates a new distributed dataset for the output. Data and
messages are transferred back and forth through these sockets. Data serialization
and data transfers are costly and data is duplicated as there is a copy cached by
Spark and another used by GNU R processes.

2.3

Making RABID Eﬃcient: RABID Optimizations
Five challenges faced by any parallel and distributed R system are (1) Maintaining

the R programming model; (2) Enabling eﬃcient iterative parallel R execution; (3)
Providing fault tolerance; (4) Minimizing the memory footprint and (5) Minimizing
communication overheads during the execution of an R program. The ﬁrst challenge is
to maintain usability and RABID’s solution to it is described in Section 2.2. RABID
meets the second and third challenges by being implemented on top of the Spark
framework, which allows for eﬃcient execution of iterative computations and provides
fault tolerance. In this section we ﬁrst discuss how RABID meets the fourth and ﬁfth
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challenges of reducing the memory footprint and communication overheads. We then
ﬁnish with a discussion of RABID’s fault tolerance mechanism that minimizes the
cost of failures.

2.3.1

Reducing the Memory Footprint

There are two causes of excessive memory pressure in R. The ﬁrst results from R
being a dynamically scoped language, i.e., free variables in a function are resolved to
the variable with the same name in the environment of the nearest calling function
on the runtime stack. Free variables in UDFs to be remotely executed must be identiﬁed and added to the environment sent to the remote node. Simply serializing and
sending the enclosing dynamic environments to the remote node would communicate
large amounts of unneeded data. RABID uses Algorithm 1 to determine the free
variables used by a UDF and bind the UDF to the new environment. The algorithm
recursively visits the child nodes of UDF’s Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) looking for
variables accessed in the UDF body that are not parameters. These variables and
their values are added into the new UDF’s environment and sent with the UDF. For
better performance UDFs are then compiled with this environment into byte code by
the R “compiler” package [9]. R processes for this UDF are created on the remote
nodes and the serialized code and environment are sent to these processes.
The second cause of excessive memory pressure is when R packages not rebuilt
for Renjin are used. RABID must transport data in the R format to the underlying
Spark server and then make it available to the the GNU R interpreter. This extra
copy of the data signiﬁcantly increases the memory pressure.
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2.3.2

Optimizing Communication

Pipelining Data to R Sessions
RABID supports pipelined communication between Spark and R workers to overlap communication and computation. The underlying Spark HDFS breaks data into
splits, where a split is the unit of data assigned to a mapper. To support pipelining,
RABID divides splits into smaller data blocks, allowing computation to begin when
the ﬁrst data block arrives at a worker. RABID provides a default size for data blocks
and provides an optional user parameter to specify the block size. We see that performance is stable over a large range of data block sizes. We also note that breaking
data into splits allows less data to be present on a node at any given time, further
reducing memory pressure on the node.

Fig. 2.6. An illustration of data blocking.

As seen in Fig. 2.6, RABID reads records from a ﬁle one-by-one. Map-like operations (e.g. lapply()) are applied to a record and the result is stored into a ﬁxed sized
R list that is written to Spark when full and then reﬁlled until the computation ends.
For aggregate-like operations, records with the same user speciﬁed keys (speciﬁed by
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Input: n: an expression node in the R AST; f : the UDF; e: new UDF environment to be serialized
Algorithm: collect closure (n, f, e)
if number of node n’s children ¿ 1
for i = 1, 2, . . . , number of node n’s children
closure(n[i], f, e) /*recurse over children nodes*/
else /*node n has no child*/
if n is a variable identiﬁer
if n is NOT an argument of f /*free variable*/
if n is NOT in the R core packages
add n into the UDF environment e

Algorithm 1: Finding the data used by a function (closure).

the “by” parameter) are also blocked into ﬁxed sized R lists. Then the user keys are
hashed into indices to map the records onto servers. The ﬁxed size R list is further
blocked into lists with the same server indices and the records are communicated to
the speciﬁed server.

Distributing Computation to R Processes
Because system functions are already placed on server nodes, only UDFs need to
be distributed. RABID uses the technique described in Section 2.3.2 to reduce the
volume of data transmitted by only sending data from the environment that is needed
by a function. For better performance, UDFs are then compiled with the identiﬁed
environment into byte code by the R compiler package [9]. R processes for this UDF
are created on the remote nodes, and the serialized code and environment are sent
to these processes. RABID datasets are promise objects and therefore data accesses
by the UDF begin the pipelined communication of needed data to the node and R
process. This allows data transmission and UDF execution to be overlapped.

Merging Operations to Reduce Communication Overhead
The communication overhead can be reduced by merging a sequence of RABID
operations that are in a trace, i.e., operations that consume data produced by earlier
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operations in the sequence, into a single Spark operation. We call these merged
operations or m-ops. RABID merges adjacent operations that work on the same
data split as long as there is no data shuﬄing or reconstruction of splits, as happens
with aggregations. Thus aggregation-like operations are treated like barriers. Other
operations, such as lapply() and Reduce() that precede or follow a barrier, can be
merged into an m-op.
Merging operations provides signiﬁcant beneﬁts for data streaming workers. First,
the merger allows one set of R processes to be created for the entire m-op rather
than one for each operation within the m-op. Second, when data is pipelined to the
m-op, one set of input data is transmitted to the m-op and all other data needed
by constituent operations is produced within the m-op. This is much cheaper than
creating a new distributed dataset on Spark and writing results to it with redundant
data transmission and serialization, as would be necessary if the operations of the
m-op were executed separately. With m-ops there is a single UDF transmission, a
single pipelined communication phase and startup, and a single output distributed
dataset created and written.
The storage information held by an R promise object includes boolean variables
indicating if the data object is materialized, i.e. if it is cached or checkpointed. When
a dataset needs to be materialized, the R driver process will track its trace back to a
materialized ancestor dataset. Starting from this dataset down to the current dataset
to be materialized, all of the UDFs with their environments in the trace are merged
and all are passed to R worker processes on the server nodes. In this way, operations
before the materialized data will not be recomputed.
After merging operations, RABID examines adjacent m-ops to determine if they
share the same input data set. If they share the same input dataset, the data need
not be passed along with later functions as it will still be contained by the R daemon.
This situation, illustrated in Figure 2.7, occurs frequently in some iterative algorithms
that do not perform aggregations, such as Expectation Management (EM) algorithms
of which K-means and LR are examples. The kernel of these algorithms is often
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a loop body consisting of several map-like or reduce-like operations with iteration
and merged into a single m-op. We can observe that the m-op in each iteration
takes the same input dataset and only diﬀers in the computation, i.e. the function,
which contains the statistical model reﬁned by the previous iteration. We show the
performance beneﬁts of m-ops in Section 2.6.

Fig. 2.7. Iteratively updating UDFs using cached data.

2.3.3

Fault Tolerance

We take advantage of Spark’s existing heartbeat-based worker-side fault tolerance
mechanisms to handle node failures. Tasks are restarted when the heartbeat indicates a worker task failure. Trace information for tasks stored in both the R driver
process and the Spark master process allows lost results to be recomputed, reducing
checkpointing overheads. Periodic checkpointing will still allow the system to recover
faster from failures.
User code errors terminate R worker sessions. In RABID, these errors will be
caught and will immediately terminate the job (fast fail) so that Spark’s fault-
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tolerance mechanism will not try and recompute tasks or other useless operations.
RABID also collects R’s verbose error information from each worker’s stderr to give
users information about the cause of a failure. On the R master, job information
such as the symbol table of dataset variables, program execution state and worker
information are backed up using Apache Zookeeper.

2.4

Automatically Parallelizing R Vector Programs Using RABID Parallel Primitives

2.4.1

Data Analysis with R Vectors

R is designed for data analysis with its easy-to-use data structures, like array, list
and data frames. According to [25], the Type II programming style, which is arraybased programming, including vector, matrix and multi-dimensional array computation, is commonly used in data mining, scientiﬁc and engineering research, statistical
analysis, etc. Usually, algorithms in such applications can be formalized into mathematical formulas and can be easily programmed in R. Fast prototyping can be easily
achieved by R for data analysts and statisticians.
Figure 2.8 shows an open sourced example benchmark in [26], used to compute
Z-Score [27] to count outliers in R vector arrays. The ﬁrst function in the example
computes the Z-score of each element in the data given the sample mean and standard
deviation (line 2). The outliers function ﬁrst cleans the data by ﬁltering out the
unqualiﬁed data points (line 6), which are, in this case, not value of NA or value of
9999 (line 13). Then z.score is called on the entire vector and the total count of
elements which have absolute values greater than the threshold 1, is returned as the
ﬁnal result (line 7-8).
RABID supports distributed R lists with functions as low-level parallel primitives,
described in Section 2.2.2. In addition, RABID provides higher-level functions on distributed vectors and matrices built on top of low-level functions. RABID overrides
vector/array operations with low-level parallel primitive functions, which enables the
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1

z.score <- function(data, m, stdev) {

2
3

(data-m) / stdev
}

4
5

outliers <- function(data, ignore) {

6

use <- !ignore(data)

7

z <- z.score(data, mean(data[use]), sd(data[use]))

8

sum(abs(z) > 1)

9

}

10
11 data <- scan("data.txt")
12 result <- outliers(data, function(x) {
13

is.na(x) | x==9999

14 })

Fig. 2.8. An example of using R to ﬁnd the outliers.
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1

dv0 (distributed vector) := read "data"

2

dv1 := lapply data ignore

3

dv2 := align dv0 dv1

4

dv3 := filter dv2

5

v0 := reduce dv3 "+"

6

v1 := count dv3

7

v2 := / v0 v1

8

dv4 := align dv0 dv1

9

dv5 := filter dv4

10

v3 := ...

11

dv6 := lapply dv3 ...(UDF)

12

v4 := reduce dv6 add

13

dv7 := lapply dv0 ...

14

dv8 := lapply dv7 abs)

15

dv9 := lapply dv8 >1

16

v5 := reduce dv9 "+"

(repeat line 5-7 for mean)

(z.score)

Fig. 2.9. The illustration of execution plan (trace) in the example in
Fig. 2.8.

example in Figure 2.8 to execute on distributed nodes with minimal modiﬁcation.
The ﬁnal execution plan can be illustrated in Figure 2.9, which is essentially a sequence of parallel primitives, i.e. a vector trace [26]. Some of the trace instructions
are omitted for brevity. The op code in each trace instruction is for a low-level parallel
primitive function. Since distributed vectors are stored and processed by partitions
across multiple nodes, we need an align function (implemented by join) to join two
operands so that each partition is paired and perfectly aligned.
We can easily observe that it is not straightforward for R programmers to rewrite
the R vector style scripts in Fig. 2.8 into a parallel version in Fig. 2.9. Therefore, RABID re-implements a subset of R functions. Even though it improves the usability of
parallel R programming, it would require a large amount of complicated engineering
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work, and increase the runtime overhead in generic function dispatching. In addition,
the naively translated execution plan is also far from optimized. In the execution
plan with low-level parallel primitives, there are several redundant codes computing
the sample mean (line 5-7 and line 10). Unnecessary distributed computation may
degrade the runtime performance signiﬁcantly if a large amount data movement is
involved. How the distributed vectors are partitioned is important to achieve better
workload balance, and to reduce the amount of data shuﬄed during the align operation. It is unreasonable to ask R users or data scientists to reason about the runtime
performance. Instead, we extend RABID to support automatically translating and
optimizing parallel R vector programs with the help of static analysis and dynamic
checks.

2.4.2

Targeting R Vector Programs

The R programs to be parallelized are those that contains a signiﬁcant number
of functions on vectors. Vector style programs imply that operations on vectors are
potentially data parallelizable, and can be easily extracted as a dataﬂow trace. Autoparallelization for programs in other styles, like loops, needs dependence analysis [28]
to achieve. In this section, we assume that our R programs are data parallelizable.
Compared to operations in native R, operations on large distributed datasets can
be very time consuming. Therefore, we have to be prudent and intelligent about
when and how to execute such computation and to materialize those datasets. Also
runtime data organization and layout will also be diﬀerent from native R ’s semantics
for optimized performance.

2.4.3

Delayed Dataﬂow Execution for Large Vectors

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, parallel programming in R in systems like RABID
can be viewed as constructing dataﬂow pipelines of Spark jobs with the given parallel
primitives. The dataﬂow here is similar to the trace used by the trace-based JIT
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Fig. 2.10. The parallelizer framework in RABID.

compilers, which are now used in some scripting languages and systems, such as R
in Riposte, PyPy [29], and Lua [30]. Traces are used in such systems to more easily
identify the optimizations such as vectorization and parallelization. RABID is not a
JIT compiler, but an R interpreter-level dataﬂow optimizer for parallel execution in
Spark clusters. The overview design of RABID parallelizing R programs is shown in
Fig. 2.10.
In such dataﬂows, we recognize datasets that can be partitioned and operations
that can be parallelized. We associate such information about dataset partitioning,
either Distributed or Local, with the dataset nodes in the dataﬂow representation.
Long vectors are our potential targets, with the following criteria:
1. Datasets that are read from a ﬁle in a distributed ﬁle system, like HDFS. In such
cases, the datasets are generally already partitioned by the ﬁle system, and are
potentially large. This is the most common case in large-scale data analytics.
These datasets can easily identiﬁed by the generation APIs in Table 2.1.
2. Datasets that are read from a large local ﬁle.
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3. Datasets that are generated in a local R environment with a large length, e.g.
by replication or by allocation with a large length argument.
In the ﬁrst case, the datasets are directly marked Distributed. For the second
case, we set a threshold ﬁle size of 1GB, i.e., datasets from ﬁles larger than 1GB
will be marked Distributed. Sometimes, we do not have the ﬁle information until
runtime, and we conservatively mark the datasets Local. In both cases, we cannot
control the partition boundary until the data is read at runtime. In the last case, we
also set a length threshold of 10 million, to decide whether to distribute the vector
by a parallelize API call. Similar to the second case, we sometimes cannot tell the
length before execution. Unlike the ﬁrst two cases, not only can RABID mark the
large vector Distributed, it can also have exact length information and full control
of the partition scheme before execution takes place. The dataset partitioning and
shape information are propagated through the dataﬂow. The information will advise
us which vectors can be distributed, and which operations are able to be rewritten to
parallelize the execution. Optimizations like Common Subexpression Elimination are
applied to the R dataﬂow IR to prevent redundant computation of computationally
intensive operations.

2.4.4

Rewrite Functions

Functions in R can be built-in (in the R core packages) or user deﬁned (a UDF).
Built-in functions (including primitive, special, and internal functions) with their
signature information (parameters, returning values) are built into a database for
translation. Because UDFs are typically constructed from built-in functions, we inline
the UDFs and apply our analysis. Alternatively, we can also treat them as a black box.
The majority of functions that are used in R programs and discussed in this paper
are unary or binary functions or operations. Diﬀerent strategies are used to rewrite
these functions into low-level parallel primitives, where another round of optimization
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x <- runif(1e8)
y <- sqrt(x + 1)
z <- sum(y)-mean(x)
(a) A sample snippet of vectorized R code.

(b) Dataﬂow of the vectorized R code and translated RABID primitives
Fig. 2.11. A simple example of rewriting a vectorized R program with
RABID primitives.

can be applied. For example, Fig. 2.11 illustrates how RABID translates a sample R
dataﬂow into a low-level parallel dataﬂow representation.

2.4.5

Length Inference and Recycling Rule Enforcement

Function rewrite and many optimizations need type (e.g. character, logical, integer, double, complex, list, dataframe) and shape information (i.e. dimension, size
or length). Static type inference analysis [31] can be simpliﬁed in our case since we
currently only consider R vector programs. Data are generated either by ad hoc deﬁnitions, reading from a ﬁle, or an operation on another distributed dataset/vector. If
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a vector is deﬁned by users, the size or length of the dataset can often be inferred. If
the length of a dataset exceeds the threshold, RABID converts the dataset to a distributed vector, partition it and send partitions across the cluster nodes. If a dataset
is read from a ﬁle, the type and the size of the ﬁle can be determined at runtime. If
a dataset is generated by an operation on another dataset, RABID infers the type
of the resulting dataset by both the parent dataset, and the type of the operation.
Some users use the R list type because it is the most generic data structure in the
R language, as it can hold any type of R objects. However, the R list type may
introduce both space and time overheads. By default, all RABID primitives process
elements in a distributed data structure as R objects. The list type is the most generic
way to process the elements since any user deﬁned function can be applied to any R
object. If the type of R elements in a distributed dataset are “Atomic Vectors”, we
hold them in Java primitive types to reduce the space as well as the time spent on
constructing R objects. We will need to peek into the UDFs to infer the data type
of each operation output and whether it is possible to translate R functions to Java
functions.
R has the “recycling rule” for matching up two vectors with diﬀerent lengths that
are operands of a binary operator. The rule states “Any short vector operands are
extended by recycling their values until they match the size of any other operands” [9].
In the distributed case, there are situations that the recycling rule can be applied: 1)
The larger dataset is distributed and the smaller one is short enough to be held in
the memory of a single node; 2) Both of the datasets involved in a binary operator
are large enough that they should be stored distributed.
The recycling rule can be implemented at runtime with the information about the
length of each dataset. For example, in case 1 mentioned above, RABID broadcasts
the smaller dataset to each partition of the larger dataset. With the information
about the starting and ﬁnishing indices of elements in each partition, RABID can
easily align with the smaller dataset with the larger one. Case 2, however, is more
complicated but can be handled as follows. RABID assigns an index key for each
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element in both datasets, where the index is the element index mod the length of the
smaller dataset. Then RABID joins the two datasets based on their index keys.
RABID infers the length information of a distributed dataset at compile time.
RABID controls the way to partition both datasets in order to reduce the chances of
a partition spanning the recycling border.

2.4.6

Reducing Unnecessary Cogroup (Join)

To reduce runtime overhead, several optimizations are applied to the rewritten R
programs. Data shape inference gives us general information about the data dimensions, and size in each dimension. Scalars are treated diﬀerently from those data types
which potentially can be distributed, such as large vectors, matrices and data frames.
Type specialization helps determine the data types when generating distributed data
sets. Data in specialized types consume less space than the generic list types, and
improve the runtime dramatically. To reduce data shuﬄing, RABID intentionally
co-locates the distributed datasets that are involved in the same operation, on the
same host. To reduce the disk I/O times, RABID automatically selects datasets to
be cached or evicted in Spark memory.
Pairwise binary operators are common in R scripts. To bring partitions from two
distributed datasets together into the same node, RABID joins two datasets by their
element indices. This can have high runtime overheads.
In many cases of binary operations, one operand is derived (usually from applying
Map-like operations) from the other operand. They are guaranteed to have same
length, and very likely to have same partition layout, i.e. corresponding partitions
are already co-located at the same node.
Another case that we observe to happen frequently is that one operand in a
binary operation is never used independently elsewhere. Therefore, we do not need
to explicitly materialize the dataset. In the example in Figure 2.12 the dataset used
is actually a logical vector to ﬁlter the dataset data. Our analysis tracks that used is
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used <- predicate.func(data)
used.data <- data[used]
Fig. 2.12. A simple example of removing unnecessary materialization and
join operations.

derived from a predicate function applied to data. So instead of materializing used
and joining it with data, we can generate code to ﬁlter data and hold the result of
data[used].

2.4.7

Automatic Caching and Eviction

One of the beneﬁts of executing on Spark is that Spark provides in-memory computation for speed, compared to other fault tolerant frameworks, e.g. Hadoop. But
memory is limited, and we sometimes cannot cache all data in it. It is unreasonable
to ask a user to choose which dataset (which may be intermediate data not visible to
the programmer) to be loaded in memory, and for how long, in a complex execution
dataﬂow. In an execution dataﬂow, we can ﬁnd the dataset that is used in multiple
operations and take them as candidates to be cached. A loop invariant dataset is an
good example to cache for reuse.

2.5

Real-time Stream Processing with RABID
So far, RABID is described as a parallel R engine for batched data processing.

By leveraging on Spark streaming [32], RABID can also process data streams distributedly, in real time. Data streams are collected in micro batches from Spark
streaming framework on each slave node. RABID starts multiple running R processes that consume the input data stream, process the micro batches and return the
result stream back to Spark. The streaming version of RABID framework is open
sourced on Github [33].
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2.6

Evaluation

2.6.1

Experimental Setup

We use two workloads, an R implementation of logistic regression (which we refer
to as LR) that implements a gradient descent algorithm to compute the weight of
1 billion 10-D data points and an R implementation of K-means that performs a
clustering on movie ratings. Both are widely used in data mining applications. Our
experiments show the R scripts running on RABID provide improved performance
compared to the implementations in Hadoop 0.20.205 and RHIPE 0.7. First, we show
that RABID scales well with these workloads and that in the data streaming mode
our optimizations give signiﬁcantly performance improvements.
LR and K-means are both iterative algorithms. LR is run using a synthetic dataset
with 1 billion 10-D data points. K-means uses the movie dataset with 3 billion
ratings from [34]. We use the default block size for data communication unless noted
otherwise. Experiments were conducted in a 26-node Linux cluster: each node has 8
cores and 16 GB RAM. The cluster is running RHEL 6.5, Linux Kernel 2.6.

2.6.2

Experimental Results

Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14 show our evaluation of RABID performance on LR and
K-means. Figure 2.13(a) shows the execution time of our approach compared to the
Hadoop and RHIPE implementations of LR on datasets with 1 million, 10 million, 100
million and 1 billion points over 3 iterations. RABID outperforms RHIPE by an order
of magnitude and Hadoop by a smaller amount. Once the data are cached in the ﬁrst
iteration, later iterations are performed more quickly by in-memory computation in
RABID. Thus RABID gives better speedups than Hadoop and RHIPE when multiple
iterations are needed. This eﬀect is shown in Figure 2.13(b), which compares the
time to complete the ﬁrst and later iterations. Figure 2.13(c) shows scalability over
an increasing number of nodes, with an input dataset of 1 billion points. There is a
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(a) Runtime in seconds for LR over 3 iterations on diﬀerent data sizes in 26-node cluster.
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(b) Runtime in seconds for LR over 3 iterations on diﬀerent cluster sizes with 1 billion
data points.
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(c) Runtime in seconds for LR on iterations with 1 billion data points in 26-node cluster.
Fig. 2.13. Runtime in seconds for LR (lower is better)
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(a) Runtime in seconds for K-means over 3 iterations on diﬀerent data sizes in 26-node cluster.
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(b) Runtime in seconds for K-means over 3 iterations on diﬀerent cluster sizes with
3 billion ratings.
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(c) Runtime in seconds for K-means on iterations with 3 billion ratings in 26-node cluster.
Fig. 2.14. Runtime in seconds for K-means (lower is better)
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super-linear speedup going from 10 to 18 nodes in RABID because the input dataset
can be completely cached in memory in 18 nodes, but not 10.
Figure 2.14(a) shows the time spent for runs of K-means with an input movie
dataset of 100 million, 300 million, 1 billion and 3 billion ratings, over 3 iterations on
a 26-node cluster. RABID again shows signiﬁcant performance beneﬁts compared to
Hadoop and RHIPE. Figure 2.14(b) shows that as with LR, RABID’s performance
increases in later iterations. Figure 2.14(c) shows the scalability over the number of
nodes, with an input dataset of 3 billion ratings.
We also observed that RABID workers in shared memory mode consume only
55% of the memory of RHIPE workers. When the dataset volume increases, RABID
performance beneﬁts more because more partitions of the dataset are able to be
cached in memory. In contrast, R worker processes in frameworks like RHIPE use
more memory.

2.6.3

M-ops in Data Streaming Workers

In Logistic Regression, adjacent iterations transform the same input dataset with
diﬀerent UDFs. If data streaming to workers is used, RABID caches the dataset in
the R worker daemons to be used in the next iteration. Figure 2.15(a) shows the
eﬀect of using this feature of operation merging with dataset reuse enabled. As seen
in the ﬁgure, this optimization saves a great deal of time spent in data serialization
and transmission. Since most of the linear algebra computation is done in native
libraries, the performance can be even better than the shared-memory worker model
that is using interpreted execution. As seen in Figure 2.15(b) data streaming uses
extra memory.
We now examine how the data block size aﬀects the performance in streaming
workers. Figure 2.16 gives the runtime with various block sizes and it can be seen
that, aside from very small block sizes, performance is not aﬀected by the block size.
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(a) Runtime in seconds for LR and K-means (data size in parentheses) over 3 iterations
on 26 nodes in RABID with diﬀerent optimizations.
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(b) Memory consumption in GB for LR and K-means over 3 iterations on diﬀerent
cluster sizes.
Fig. 2.15. Runtime and memory optimizations with RABID for LR and
K-means (lower is better).

Figure 2.17 presents the size of closures that are transmitted to workers when
Algorithm 1 is, and is not, used, and shows that the algorithm reduces the volume
of data transferred. We note that as the program executes the amount of data in
variables can grow dramatically.
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Fig. 2.16. Runtime in seconds for LR over 3 iterations by various block
sizes in workers.
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Fig. 2.17. Closure size at operation i over two iterations of the main
computation loop of each benchmark, with and without Algorithm 1.
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2.6.4

Parallelizing R Vector Programs

We evaluate the RABID’s approach described in Section 2.4 in seven widely used
data analytics applications [35], which are mostly open sourced R benchmarks. Two
dataset sizes are used in the evaluation, i.e. small and large, with the large input
data contains 10 times data points than the smaller one. The sizes of datasets used
are listed with the application in Table 2.2. We modify the benchmarks by using our
parallel primitives.
Experiments were conducted in the same cluster as the experiments in previous
sections, but 25 nodes were used. The cluster is running RHEL 6.5, with Linux Kernel
2.6. The benchmark workloads runs on three dataset sizes with 8, 16 and 24 worker
nodes respectively. We compare the results of three setups of each benchmark:
1. The serial native R version (native);
2. A version created by directly replacing operators in the original version with
RABID parallel primitives (naive);
3. A version created by rewriting and optimizing the native version by RABID;
The small dataset is used in the experiment to compare with the native serial R
workloads, as large datasets cannot ﬁt in one single node’s memory. The runtime
speedup over native R across cluster sizes (node and core counts) is shown in Figure 2.18. The overhead of distributing data partitions and data shuﬄing for small
datasets dominates the execution time, and RABID does not scale perfectly with
the degree of parallelism. RABID is not supposed to be used for small to medium
datasets that run well on single host. But as the data sizes grows, RABID is able to
show its power as single R process cannot even handle the case.
Figure 2.19 shows the runtime speedup of the programs parallelized by RABID
over the naive parallelized version. Overall, RABID signiﬁcantly outperforms the
naive parallelization implementation in all benchmarks. Some workloads, such as
cleaning, perform statistic calculations on a single vector, and RABID shows lim-

Data cleaning by handling outliers and missing data,

Cleaning

Clustering algorithm widely used in unsupervised learning
A pricing model for options
Computing the intersection between a ray and a sphere.

K-Means

Black-Scholes

Ray-sphere

Principle Component Analysis with covariances
Generating sampled normal distribution

PCA

Sample Normal

Widely used in Computer Graphics world.

Classiﬁcation algorithm widely used in data mining

Logistic Regression

as an essential step before any data analytics

Brief Description

Table 2.2.

Application

Evaluated applications with datasets

A numeric vectors of 10B

1B numeric vectors of 10 dimensions

3B numeric vectors of 3 dimensions

1B numeric options

1B numeric vectors of 10 dimensions

1B numeric vectors of 10 dimensions

1B numeric vectors of 10 dimensions

Dataset Shape and Size (Large)
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Fig. 2.18. Speedup of RABID over native serialized R program with
medium data size.
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Fig. 2.19. Runtime speedups of RABID over naive parallelization.

ited speedup. The speedup mainly comes from reducing duplicated computation,
e.g. when calculating mean and sd (standard deviation), both need to sum the vector
elements. Workloads like LR and Kmeans are iterative algorithms, where automatic
caching in RABID preserves the hot distributed data in memory across iterations.
Workload black scholes involves a large number of binary operations among 5
large vectors. RABID identiﬁes operands and co-locates the partitions of distributed
vectors on the same host, instead of joining partitions every time as in the naively
parallelized version. black scholes also beneﬁts from automatic caching across iterations, and the ﬁnal speedup is a combination of all the eﬀects.

2.7

Related Work
We now discuss related work not fully covered in the introduction.

2.7.1

MapReduce Runtime

The Hadoop [4] ecosystem (MapReduce [1], Distributed File System (HDFS),
etc.) and Dryad [6] are widely used. Hadoop’s design, however, precludes it from
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eﬃciently solving iterative problems because of job setup overheads and unnecessary
disk I/O [7, 8] and it requires R users to learn to program in another system.
HaLoop [7] is a variation of Hadoop optimized to run to run iterative MapReduce
jobs, and Twister [36] has an API that is similar to HaLoop’s. All of these frameworks
require programming against Java-based APIs instead of R.
Spark [8] is now developed as an uniﬁed analytics engine for large scale data
processing. The batch computing engine is another MapReduce-like implementation
that is 100X faster than Hadoop on iterative workloads. Over the years, more extensive modules in Spark were developed to support diﬀerent use cases, like Spark
Streaming [32] for real-time data processing, GraphX [37] for graph data processing.

2.7.2

User Friendly Data Analysis in Large Scale

MLlib [38] is a set of distributed low-level machine learning libraries written in
Scala using the Spark runtime. MLI [39] is a set of higher level APIs providing machine
learning programming abstractions. Our work can be viewed as a framework that is as
powerful as MLlib and MLI combined, and easier to use by traditional R programmers.
RABID provides a framework for R programmers to develop distributed machine
learning algorithms without learning a new DSL or a new general-purpose language
such as Java or Scala.
SystemML [40] is a matrix-based Hadoop extension for machine learning using an
R-like DSL (Domain Speciﬁc Language). The DSL approach also aims to provide a
better user interface than the Hadoop APIs. SystemML diﬀers from our approach
both in being a DSL, not being R, and in not implementing distributed data types
such as lists and data frames. RABID, being compatible with R, can utilize all vanilla
R features, which SystemML cannot.
RHIPE [11] provides an R programming framework on top of Hadoop. This
framework allows user to program in R. Our system is diﬀerent from RHIPE in
that our system processes iterative work-load much more eﬃciently. While RHIPE
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typically requires users to build separate map and reduce tasks to form a job, our
programming model is more ﬂexible and uses the work ﬂow paradigm. Our use of
Spark, and our optimizations, allow us to perform better than RHIPE.
Presto [41] is a newly developed distributed R system that targets sparse matrix
computation. Some commercial solutions, such as RevoScaleR [42], from Revolution
Computing, seem to leverage Hadoop for parallel R execution, but details of their
approach are not available in the literature.
Ricardo [21] is research project that is also meant to bridge the gap between the
rich R community and the massive parallel processing framework Hadoop. Diﬀerent
from RHIPE and our system, Ricardo bridges the R and Hadoop through Jaql, and
the MapReduce jobs are invoked by Jaql queries embedded in the R script. We believe
RABID has more friendly APIs without the embedded Jaql queries that most R users
might not be familiar with.

2.7.3

MapReduce Program Generation and Optimization

MapReduce program synthesis was studied in [43], aiming to allow end users to
specify large-scale data analyses through the simple interface of examples.
MOLD [44] is a source-to-source compiler that translates sequential Java code to
code targeting Spark runtime in the MapReduce paradigm. The work relies on syntaxdirected rules. CASPER [45] is a compiler that automatically retargets sequential
Java code for execution on Hadoop or Spark. Given a sequential code fragment,
CASPER uses veriﬁed lifting to infer a high-level summary expressed in a program
speciﬁcation language that is then compiled for execution on MapReduce.

2.8

Summary
RABID provides R users with a familiar programming model that scales to large

clusters, allowing larger problem sizes to be eﬃciently handled. Unlike other systems
that require R programmers to use unfamiliar languages or programming models,
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RABID users can write R scripts to create a data analysis job. RABID is implemented on Spark and uses operation merging, data pipelining and analysis of the
environment variables needed by a UDF to further improve performance. RABID
outperforms Hadoop and RHIPE on our benchmarks. Development continues on
RABID to support more high-level functions and to implement further optimizations. RABID eﬃciently parallelizes R vector programs by applying optimizations
that are proved to performs better than simply replacing the native R operations by
parallel primitives. RABID is cloud-ready and future work will target cloud systems.
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3. WORKLOAD-DRIVEN VIRTUAL MACHINE
CONSOLIDATION IN CLOUD DATA CENTER
Virtual machines hosted in virtualized data centers are important providers of computational resources in the era of cloud computing. Eﬃcient scheduling of data centers’
virtual machines can reduce the number of physical servers needed to host the virtual machines and, in turn, reduce the energy and other capital costs for maintaining
the virtualized data center. In this chapter, we propose an innovative approach to
achieve eﬃcient pro-active VM scheduling. Our approach uses a multi-capacity bin
packing technique that eﬃciently places VMs onto physical servers. We use timeseries analysis techniques to extract not only low frequency information about future
VM workloads but also high frequency information for VM workload correlations. We
show that the algorithms in our approach mathematically guarantee VM scheduling
meets the Service Level Objectives (SLO) and, moreover, guarantee statistically the
desired success probability of the SLO is met.

3.1

Introduction
Cloud computing has become a major computing infrastructure utility, with public

and private clouds gaining in popularity. Public providers such as Amazon, Microsoft,
Google, IBM, and Oracle are expanding their cloud operations, building new cloud
data centers and their own private clouds for resource consolidation and IT automation. Virtualization is the key technology enabling the beneﬁts of cloud computing
– scalability, Service Level Objectives (SLO) based service [12], high availability and
failure recovery. Data center nodes are virtualized by hypervisor technologies and
these same technologies allow nodes to be dynamically placed on physical servers
to meet a speciﬁc SLO. Multiple virtual machines (VMs) can be placed on a single
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physical machine to allow ﬂexible partitioning of resources. Eﬃciently placing VMs
onto physical servers translates into a reduction in two major data center costs: the
capital expense (CAPEX) of server procurement and the operation cost (OPEX) resulting from providing power to run and cool the physical machines. For example,
power consumption is a key OPEX factor in modern data center and enterprise environments and the electricity consumption for powering the data centers in the U.S.
was estimated to exceed $7B per year since 2011 [46]. Being able to consolidate virtual machines onto fewer physical servers enables various saving opportunities such as
turning-oﬀ servers and other more sophisticated power management techniques [47].
There have been previous eﬀorts to solve this placement problem. PRESS [14]
reported that the prediction-based pro-active resource scheduling showed positive
results for Google workloads. The work of [48–50] proposed to estimate historical
workloads as a single static value (the static workload) to allow VM placement to be
abstracted and solved as a traditional bin packing problem. The physical servers are
bins whose sizes are the capacities of a computing resource such as CPU, memory
usage, disk I/O or network bandwidth. Summarizing historical workloads with a
single value can lose too much information [16]. While Bobroﬀ et al. [51] model VM
workloads as a stochastic process they do not model the sum of VM workloads, e.g.
the total workload being executed by some physical server, as a stochastic process.
Meng et al. [16] proposed a correlation-aware VM selection technique that forms
pairs of negatively correlated VMs, and placed each negatively correlated pair on a
physical server. An extreme case of this is when one VM is CPU bound and another
is I/O bound. While this takes into account the relationship between two VMs, the
relationship between the pair of VMs’ and the physical server’s workloads is not taken
into account and limits assignments of VMs to servers to groups of two. This is done
to minimize the risk of violating an SLO but can lead to underutilization of machines.
Our approach, described in this chapter, focuses on batch workloads without
scheduling deadlines, and targets for optimal job throughput with high cluster utilization. The approach overcomes these restrictions by abstracting VM placement
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as a generalized bin packing problem. We represent both the correlation of a VM’s
workload with the aggregate workload of one or more VMs on a server and the predictive workloads of individual VMs or groups of VMs on a server as a single number
that is used to perform the bin packing. Moreover, while previous work estimates the
static workload using only SLO constraints, we try to give equal importance to the
SLO success probability and how this probability is guaranteed by estimations of the
static workloads. We explain and exploit the trade-oﬀs between the VM sizes and
the correlation relationships among VMs on a server. The core algorithm is described
in the context of CPU usage, and further extended to consider additional resource
constraints corresponding to disk I/O rate and so forth.
The technique is used within a framework, shown in Figure 3.1, with three crucial
components: (1) a technique that dynamically predicts future workloads based on
current and prior execution of the VM; (2) a technique that accounts for correlation
and covariance; and (3) a VM placement algorithm that uses actual or predicted
workloads and correlations between workloads. In this chapter we focus on new
techniques for (2) and (3) and use the pre-existing SARIMA techniques of [52] for
(1).
To summarize, this work makes the following contributions:
1. A general placement strategy that eﬀectively schedules VMs onto physical servers
using both workload size and correlation relationships, allowing our approach to
be used to facilitate either a pro-active migration or hybrid strategy in a cloud
infrastructure instead of being forced to use a reactive migration strategy.
2. A placement algorithm that takes into account the prior SLO violations and
the probability of SLO success on future workloads. We give
(a) A statistical analysis and a proof of why our approach meets these conditions.
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Fig. 3.1. Our framework for VM placement. Numbers shown in parentheses are section numbers where the components are discussed.
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(b) A placement strategy that uses the residual correlation to reduce the variance in estimating the joint workloads on a physical machine. The strategy
is also applied to schedule multiple resource constraints.
(c) Self-adaptive methods to tune the resource limit parameter used by our
approach.
3. A quantitative evaluation using both synthetic and production workloads (from
a data center) that shows a maximum improvement of up to 20% and an average
improvement of 15% in both server counts and server utilization.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 provides background information
about SLO and SLO success. An overview of our strategy and its workload modeling
are provided in Section 3.3. How our approach ﬁnds the correlations among servers
and VMs is covered in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 describes our placement algorithm
in detail. Section 3.6 covers brieﬂy about the algorithm implementation by using
RABID framework described in Chapter 2. Evaluations and experimental results are
shown in Section 3.7. Section 3.8 discusses the related work. Section 3.9 gives our
conclusions and describes future work.

3.2

Background of SLO and SLO success probability
In this section, we provide a brief background on SLOs [12], SLO success prob-

ability [13] and the formulation of our problem based on the SLO and its success
probability. Intuitively an SLO is an objective or agreement between the service
provider and the consumer, and it can be described as a threshold of the proportion
of time that physical resources are over-committed. For example, Figure 3.2 shows
the workload of a server, with its capacity shown as the dashed line. We see that the
server’s workload exceeds its capacity during the periods [t1 , t2 ] and [t3 , t4 ], thus the
overﬂow time = (t2 − t1 ) + (t4 − t3 ). If the total time is L, the fraction of time the
workload exceeds the server capacity (the overﬂow fraction) is
provides an upper bound α on the overﬂow fraction.

overﬂow time
.
L

The SLO
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Fig. 3.2. An illustration of a server workload with overﬂow time periods.
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More formally, let there be n virtual machines VM1 , VM2 , . . . , VMn . The workload of the i-th VM, VMi , is represented by a time series xi which takes value xi (t)
at time t. The full set of VMs with their workloads W = {x1 (t), x2 (t), ..., xn (t)}
are partitioned into several physical servers SV1 , SV2 , . . . , SVm with resource limits
cj ∈ [0, 1], j = 1, 2, . . . , m. Thus, for example, cj = 1 means 100% of the physical
resource can be used.
To measure the overﬂow time of a server, the following function gives the health
status of a server SVj at time t, i.e. whether or not its capacity is exceeded:
⎧
P
⎪
⎨1 if
i:VMi ∈SVj xi (t) > cj
χ(t; c) :=
⎪
⎩0 else

(3.1)

where χ is the characteristic function that returns 0 if the total workload on the server
SVj at time t is less than or equal to the capacity of the server, and 1 otherwise. Using
χ(t; c), the overﬂow time can be further expressed as:
Z L
overﬂow time =
χ{t; c}dt.

(3.2)

0

The integration simply sums up all the time points in the interval [0, L] where an
overﬂow occurs.
When a reactive VM placement technique [53, 54] is used, i.e. the VM migration
is based on past events, the SLO can be easily checked by summarizing the servers’
workloads’ histories and comparing them with the SLO speciﬁed threshold α ∈ [0, 1].
We, however, use a pro-active VM placement strategy [53], i.e., the VM placement
is based on predicted future events. The future workload of a server is modeled as a
stochastic process and the ability to fulﬁll an SLO is modeled as a random variable.
The SLO success probability [13,55,56] is deﬁned as the probability that the overload
fraction does not exceed α over some long time interval [0, L], i.e.,


overﬂow time
≤α
Psuc = P
L

(3.3)

Let p be the lower bound of the SLO success probability that is deﬁned by the
SLO. A small value of p means a higher tolerance of SLO violations and a higher value
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of p requires more resources, e.g., more servers, and incurs higher costs. The choice of
p depends on many factors and is beyond the scope of this work. Given a p, the goal
of our algorithm is to place all VMs, each of which may have a diﬀerent workload, on
a ﬁnite number of servers while minimizing the number of servers and maintaining
the probability of success above p, with the SLO success probability constraint for
each server given as

P

overﬂow time
≤α
L


≥p

(3.4)

For simplicity of discussion, in the remainder of the chapter we assume all servers
have the same capacity c, the same SLO threshold α and the same SLO success
probability lower bound limit p. This is not, however, a limitation of our method.

3.3

Workload Modeling
In this section we present our techniques for three key steps shown in Figure 3.1.

First, we describe how we pre-process, model and forecast the VM workloads using
time series models. Next we introduce static workload estimation and ﬁnish with
an explanation of how we model the physical server’s workload as a combination of
multiple VMs.

3.3.1

Workload Modeling

Workload Characteristics and Preprocessing with Smoothing
The workloads in our study are time series whose values are the resource usage at
speciﬁc times, typically normalized onto a number from 0 to 1. The time series values
are sampled at a ﬁxed time interval. Three important characteristics of time series
are (1) the length of time represented by each point in the series, i.e. the time scale;
(2) the number of points in the series; and (3) the total length of time predicted by
the series, i.e. the prediction horizon, which is simply the product of the time scale
and the number of points. While a shorter time scale provides ﬁner-grained data,
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it also requires more points than a longer time scale to produce the same prediction
horizon. Unfortunately, predictions further into the future are less accurate than
predictions closer to the actual measured data, i.e. the predicted variance increases
as the point gets further from the observed data. For these reasons the best choice
for the number of points in the time horizon is a compromise between the data center
migration policy and time series prediction accuracy [52].
Usually we need longer scale than is computationally tractable using the raw
data. We smooth the time series by dividing the original time series into intervals
and sampling within each interval. A point in the new time series represents an
interval in the original time series. Let α be as in Equation 3.3, i.e. the SLO fraction
of time the workload on server exceeds its capacity. The point in the new time
series that represents an interval in the old time series is the (1-α) quantile such that
(1−α)×100% of the original series’ points in the interval are below the selected value.
Each VM is represented by two time series: one from real-time monitoring, denoted
xreal (t), t ∈ [0, T ], and one after smoothing with the desired time scale, denoted
x(tj ), j ∈ [1, K]. The smoothed workload is used to predict the future workloads
x(tj ), j ∈ [K + 1, K + N ]. We note that x(tj ), j ∈ [1, K] is an observation of a
random variable (RV), whereas the future workload x(tj ), j ∈ [K + 1, K + N ] is an
RV.

Dynamic Workload Modeling
Many time series techniques can be used to forecast future workloads using the
smoothed workloads. Typically, a time series model is manually selected for each
VM according to its workload pattern [52, 57], which can be challenging with a large
number of VMs. New ensemble techniques automatically select a model that performs well [58, 59]. Herbst et al. [60] had a survey of existing prediction methods
and proposed a self-adaptive way to choose the prediction methods based on work-
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load category. Our placement strategy neither proposes nor relies on any particular
technique.
Let the time series data be decomposed into a sum of deterministic components
according to time series analysis [52], i.e. a trend, cyclic and seasonal, and an irregular
error component. We denote the sum of all deterministic components as x̂(tj ) and the
irregular component as the residual e(tj ). Each time series can be then expressed as
x(tj ) = x̂(tj ) + e(tj ). During the modeling process, we monitor the behavior of each
residual e(tj ), which is also a time series, and predict the mean and variance for future
workloads x(tj ), j ∈ [K + 1, K + N ]. For convenience, we will assume each future
workload follows a normal distribution, and then based on the predicted information
we can construct a conﬁdence interval of the workload at each time t.

3.3.2

Static Workload Estimation

In [16] a technique is given to ﬁnd the static workload, i.e. a single “size” that can
be used to bin pack a historical VM workload as a time series. The static workload
is the minimum w such that the inequality (discretized version):
T
1X
χ real (t; w) ≤ α
T t=1 x

(3.5)

holds, where χ and α are as deﬁned earlier. Essentially we ﬁnd the smallest server
capacity needed such that the VM is properly provisioned all but (1 − α) × 100% of
the time, as required by the SLO. Therefore, ﬁnding the optimal w based on xreal (t),
t ∈ [0, T ] is equivalent to calculating the 1 − α quantile of the real observations. The
time series in Figure 3.4(a) represents the workloads collected from a server, and its
static workload is its 1−α = 0.95 quantile (the minimum SLO violation rate α = 5%).
For the smoothed data x(tj ), j ∈ [1, K], we can derive a static workload by taking its maximum w = maxK
j=1 {x(tj )}. We prove in the Appendix that w satisﬁes
inequality 3.5 for the real historical data xreal (t), t ∈ [0, T ]. Figure 3.4(b) shows
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the smoothed time series from 3.4(a) and its workload is the maximum value of all
smoothed points.
For our technique we must ﬁnd a VM’s static workload for a future time period
instead of history, which is more complicated. The static workload for the time series
x(tj ), j ∈ [K + 1, K + N ] is the minimum w such that

P

K+N
1 X
χx(tj ;w) ≤ α
N j=K+1

!
≥p

(3.6)

holds, and χ(t; w) is as deﬁned in Equation 3.1, and p and α are as before, speciﬁed
by the SLO. Equation 3.6 holds when w is large enough that a VM provisioned with
w resources and a workload of x(tj ), j ∈ [K + 1, K + N ] is guaranteed to fulﬁll the
SLO with a probability greater than p.
Equation 3.6 often does not have an explicit form and will need to be treated
with an (approximate) surrogate model for the stochastic process (time series) [13].
Suppose x̃(tj ), j ∈ [K + 1, K + N ] is a deterministic process (a series of ﬁxed numbers
that bounds x(tj ), j ∈ [K + 1, K + N ]) from above with an overall probability p,
i.e., x̃(tj ) deﬁnes the upper side of a conﬁdence band of x(tj ). If we take w as the
static workload for the deterministic workload process x̃(tj ), j ∈ [K + 1, K + N ], then
w = maxK+N
j=K+1 {x̃(tj )}. Then we claim w is a solution of the inequality in Equation 3.6
but may not be the optimal one. A simple deductive proof is given in the Appendix B.
To summarize, Figure 3.3 shows the work-ﬂow to estimate static and dynamic
workloads for a VM on a future interval. The last part in Figure 3.4(c) represents
the predicted workloads, and its static workload is the maximum of the bound that
controls it with a p = 0.95 conﬁdence.

3.3.3

Server Workload Estimation

In VM placement we need to check if the static workload of a server, after placing
some VM onto it, will exceed the server capacity c and unacceptably increase the SLO
failure probability. One way to estimate the server workload is to directly aggregate
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pre-process:
Select a time scale and prediction horizon.
Divide [0, T ] into K intervals with the selected time scale and prediction
horizon of N intervals.
Construct a new time series x(tj ), j ∈ [1, K].
workload prediction:
Model x(t) with time series:x(t) = x̂(t) + e(t), and monitor residuals {e(t)}.
Forecast mean and variance of workload at future points tj , j ∈ [K + 1, K + N ].
Find the p-quantile of workloads at each point based on mean and variance.
Find max of the p-quantiles above as the static workload.
Fig. 3.3. Steps for performing workload estimation.

server and VM workloads and obtain a new time series. However, the computational
cost of repeatedly modeling the aggregated time series whenever a new VM is placed
on a server is very high. Instead, individual VMs and their residuals’ correlations
are used to update the server workload predicted interval of [tK+1 , tK+N ], where N
is the number of points in the predicted interval. Suppose at time t in [tK+1 , tK+N ],
V Mi ’s and V Mj ’s workloads, xi (t) and xj (t), follow two normal distributions with parameters of (µi (t), σi (t)) and (µj (t), σj (t)), respectively. The correlation ρ∗i,j between
the two monitored residuals ei (t) and ej (t) can be used to estimate the correlation
between xi (t) and xj (t) and their summation snew (t) follows a normal distribution
with parameter pairs

∗
σi (t)σj (t)).
(µi (t) + µj (t), σi2 (t) + σj2 (t) + 2ρi,j

(3.7)
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(a) The static workload for an original collected data set is the 95% quantile.
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(c) The static workload for a predicted data set is the maximum of the 95% upper
bound, where the dotted line is the predicted future workload and the dash-dot line
is the 95% conﬁdence upper bound.
Fig. 3.4. Static workload for diﬀerent types of time series.
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A p-upper bound s̃new (t) for t in [tK+1 , ..., tK+N ] can then be built. All that
remains is to check if the inequality maxN
j=1 {s̃new (tK+j )} ≤ c, where s̃new (tK+j ) is the
p-quantile of the updated server workload at tK+j .

3.4

Finding Correlations
Both the VM static workload and correlations can play important roles in resource

utilization. When a server’s workload is not stable, i.e., it has a large variance,
and the candidate VMs to be placed have similar sizes, it is better to place a VM
on the server whose workload is negatively correlated with the VM’s workload to
help “stabilize” the server’s workload. Conversely, when the “peaks” of these VMs
overlap there is a higher chance of violating the SLO and degrading the application’s
performance. There are many kinds of correlation metrics. For example, “peak
ratio” [48] measures the net increase of the peak workload to a server after adding a
new VM and it works well in our algorithm if the static workload is substituted for
the peak. Another correlation metric, which is also used in our experiments, is the
cross correlation at lag 0 Pearson correlation [52], which is adopted in our strategy.
Instead of the smoothed data, the original collected data should be used to compute
correlations since cross correlation is a discrete estimation of an integration and the
accuracy is always better with more data points. Forecast data may not contain
enough information for correlation because of the small number of data points and
larger variance in those points.

3.4.1

Updating Correlations Among Servers and VMs

If a server SV hosts only one VM, VMj , the server’s workload SVold (t), is the same
as VMj ’s workload, i.e., xj (t) and the correlations between the server and other VM
workloads are the same as the correlations between xj (t) and other VM workloads.
Once another VM, VMk , is placed onto the server the workload dynamics of the server
change from SVold (t) = xj (t) to SVnew (t) = xj (t) + xk (t). The correlations among
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the server and all non-scheduled VMs also change. It is straightforward to update the
correlations by recalculating the cross correlations. But when the number of VMs is
large, the computation can be very time consuming. Instead, since all the correlation
and covariance coeﬃcients are stored in the calculated matrices, we can apply the
following linear properties:

cov(xj + xk , xl )
,
var(xj + xk )var(xl )
cov(xj + xk , xl ) = cov(xj , xl ) + cov(xk , xl ),
cor(xj + xk , xl ) = p

var(xj + xk ) = var(xj ) + var(xk ) + 2cov(xj , xk )
6 j and l =
6 k. Let the calculated
where xl is the dynamic workload of another VMl , l =
correlations among all VMs be stored in a matrix C where element C[j, k] holds the
covariance between VMj and VMk . Then the updated correlation between server and
VMl can be calculated as:

C[j, l] + C[k, l]
=p
(C[j, j] + C[k, k] + 2C[j, k])C[l, l]
var(SVnew )var(xl )

cor(SVnew , xl ) = p

3.5

cov(SVnew , xl )

VM Placement
A VM workload is represented as a time series and the problem of VM placement

becomes a stochastic bin packing problem where the object size follows a distribution
forecast by the time series. Since the problem is NP-hard, two widely used heuristic
approaches are ﬁrst-ﬁt decreasing (FFD) [15] and least-loaded (LL) [61]. Most previous VM placement algorithms use these two approaches based on a static workload,
however they may map highly correlated VMs to the same server.
Our placement algorithm is summarized in Figure 3.5. The algorithm walks along
the VMs in the non-increasing order of their priorities, and picks the ﬁrst several VMs
as candidates. We propose a bin packing heuristic by deﬁning a simple priority model
that balances the two factors: (1) maximizing the static workload and (2) maximizing
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Input:
Residue cross corr/cov matrix of workloads: Cor, Cov
N
N
Predicted workloads with means and standard errors: xF
n (t) = {x(tK+j )}j=1 ,{σn (tK+j )}j=1

Physical server resource capacity and consolidation limits.
Number of candidates: C.
Output: server conﬁg showing VMs placed on each server
Algorithm VM Consolidation:
while there are VMs left not placed do
Pick a new empty server with 0 workloads
L = List of VMs left unplaced
for each VM in L do
Sort VMs by priorities (Equ. 3.8) in decreasing order
Start with an initial candidate VM list: Cand = φ
for each VMs in sorted order && size(Cand) < C do
if VM can be placed on server without violating SLO do
add this VM to Cand
else # VM won’t ﬁt in this server
remove VM from L
Find VM in Cand leading to largest server workload (Equ. 3.7)
Place the VM on current server: µm
k =1
Update the server workload and correlation/covariance matrix

Fig. 3.5. The VM placement algorithm.

the “stability” workload. One way to measure “stability” is the future variance of the
server workload, which can be estimated by historical metrics. This method requires
more computation on summarizing data points along time (in complexity of O(n2 )
in [62]). We instead use correlations when we consider the priorities of which VM to
consolidate. The priority for some VM i with M resource constraint is written as

prioritySV ,i =

M
X

m
m
(1 − ρm
SV ,i ) × (Xi /capSV )

m=1

(3.8)
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where SV represents the current destination server and Xi is its static workload, as
computed in Section 3.3. capm
SV is the physical capacity for resource m. By dividing
Xi by this capacity, we normalize the workload size to prevent biased values. When
correlation ρSV ,i is, or is close to, 0, the priority depends almost entirely on workload
size, which means the algorithm behaves similarly to FFD. When correlation ρSV ,i is
close to either 1 or -1, scheduling is based almost entirely on correlations. A positive
correlation reduces the priority of the VM, while negative correlation increases the
priority. When there is little diﬀerence among the correlations of candidate VMs
and the server, however, it makes little sense to violate the FFD order. It is worth
mentioning that when a server is empty, its correlations with other VMs are 0, and
it starts with the largest available VM.
As listed in Figure 3.5, all remaining VMs are listed in descending order of their
prioritySV and the scheduler will follow this list to ﬁnd the ﬁrst several VMs that the
destination server can hold as candidates. We ﬁnally place the VM from the candidates list that lead to maximum predicted server workload size by using Equation 3.7.
In case of multiple resources, the server workload size is simply deﬁned as the product
of size in all resource dimensions. After the scheduler places the selected VM onto
the server, the server workload, each VM’s correlation with the server, and the score
is updated, and then the list of VMs to be scheduled is re-sorted by their priorities.
The process will repeat until no VM on the list will ﬁt on the server, at which time
a new server is needed. VM placement ends when all VMs have been placed.
Compared to traditional stochastic bin packing algorithms with high computational complexity, our method runs eﬃciently. We use only around 10 minutes, on
average, to schedule 500 VMs in a two-day period. Both time series prediction and
the correlation computation can be done in parallel. We have deployed our scheduling
algorithm on the RABID [24] distributed parallel R framework on an 8 node cluster
and reduced the scheduling time to 120 seconds, on average. Should the number of
VMs grow large that scheduling becomes a bottleneck we can do two things. First,
we can adjust the time scale, allowing the migration cost to be amortized over a
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longer execution time before rescheduling. Second, we can partition the VMs and
data center and eﬀectively have smaller scheduling problems.

3.5.1

Automatic Resource Limit Selection

The consolidation algorithm of Figure 3.5 needs a resource upper bound limit to
pack the VMs so that the resulting physical server will not violate the SLO. This
parameter is very important and has a great impact on the consolidation result.
Usually, it is impossible to know the value of these parameters in advance. We have
observed the relationship between the physical server’s SLO violation rate and its
resource limits for consolidation, as shown in Figure 3.6(a), where the SLO violation
rate varies over CPU resource limit. We consider a violation rate of less than α = 0.1
to be an acceptable target [63] (the horizontal line). We model this relationship with
a simple Logistic Regression model and train it by using Gradient Descent [64], and
also used the model with multiple resource constraints.
Nguyen et al. [63] proposed a online resource pressure model that adaptively
adjusts the resource allocation to meet an application’s SLO. We are solving a diﬀerent
problem: SLO is based on each physical server and each server may have a resource
model for each resource constraint. The model can vary along the time according to
the VM workload on it. We model the pairs of resource limit and SLO violation rate
in a simple Logistic Regression model and train it by using Gradient Descent. Unlike
the method in [63], which collects a set of pairs of proﬁling data and ﬁts them against
a set of polynomials with diﬀerent orders, we do not need to store a sequence of
historical data since the Gradient Descent approach adjusts the model incrementally
by each data sample. The red curve in Figure 3.6(b) is an illustration of a Logistic
Regression model ﬁtting the proﬁling data. In the ﬁgure, proﬁling data is aggregated
to calculate the probability of an SLO violation rate greater than the target of 0.1.
Therefore we can derive a resource limit threshold for future consolidation by setting
the target probability to the target value, which is 0.5 in the ﬁgure.
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(a) Runtime proﬁling of SLO violation rate over resource consolidation limit.
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(b) Fitting a Logistic Regression model to decide the best value of resource consolidation limit.
Fig. 3.6. Deciding the appropriate value of resource consolidation limit.
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3.6

Scheduling Implementation with RABID
We implemented a VM scheduler described in previous sections, as a proof of

concept (POC), with the distributed parallel R framework, RABID, described in
chapter 2. In the batched processing mode, all downloaded workload traces are stored
in the HDFS, and processed by R script written with RABID library. Time series
smoothing, modeling and prediction are easily performed in R environment in parallel
across diﬀerent VMs. 10x speedup compared to serial R program can be observed on
a 16-node cluster if 10,000 VM workloads are to be scheduled.
In the real time streaming mode, the input data streams are generated from trace
ﬁles. It can be considered as simulation of the process to read real-time system
metric streams from host agents in the cluster. The estimated sizing information are
collected to a single node to perform the packing algorithm. Each scheduling cycle
takes only seconds with low latency of parallel stream processing. The scheduling
overhead is negligible compared to most batch jobs’ duration. The fault tolerance
will be covered by the Spark checkpointing.

3.7

Experimental Evaluation
Our experiments evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our framework and techniques. We

use the results of the Multiplexing approach proposed by Meng et al. in [16] and
the commonly used FFD packing algorithm (used in OpenStack [65] open source
cloud framework) as baseline numbers to evaluate the above metrics across diﬀerent
scenarios and setups. The FFD packing algorithm sorts the VMs in the decreasing
order of their static sizes, and iteratively picks the largest VM to place on the ﬁrst
physical servers on which it will ﬁt. If there is no such server, the VM is placed in a
new empty server. No correlation information is involved in such case.
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3.7.1

Experimental Setup

To evaluate our approach both production and synthetic workloads are collected
and used. The production workload data were collected from ITaP [66], Purdue’s
computing services organization. The well structured data consists of 225 VMs, with
a data point every 30 minutes and spanning approximately three months. The data
includes many diﬀerent resource constraints, and we focus on the “CPU usage” and
disk I/O rate information in our experiments. The synthetic dataset contains data
for 500 VMs spanning 3 months, with a data point every 10 minutes. This series
dataset was generated using the SARIMA model [52] with p = P = q = Q = 1 and
d = D = 0, which are commonly used.
As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, we ﬁrst smoothed the time series by using the
(1 − α) quantile value (See Section 3.3.1) to represent the interval given by the new
time scale. In our experiments, the new time scale is one hour. Therefore we pick two
adjacent points as an interval for the production data and six points as an interval
for the synthetic data. The new time series with fewer data points are smoother. We
assume the seasonal period is one day (24 hours with one data point per hour, i.e.
24 data points) and use 2 weeks of data, i.e. 2 × 7 × 24 = 336 data points to predict
the next 2 days (48 points). This allows the cloud operator to migrate VMs every
two days. The real workloads for the predicted 2 days are used as ground truth. The
process of time series analysis is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
We use three metrics to evaluate the quality of our placement algorithm: SLO
violations, the number of servers and the utilization of the servers. SLO violations
are the key metric for customer satisfaction and the number and utilization of servers
are key metrics for the cost of hosting the VMs. The utilization of servers is measured
by the median utilization, or 50% quantile of utilization of all physical servers. The
median utilization should be as high as possible, but typically should not exceed the
SLO threshold α.
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Fig. 3.7. How time series data are used in the experiments.

The scheduling procedure is repeatedly performed at two-day intervals. In the
experiments, we repeated the scheduling for 50 times on 116 days worth of data, with
100 days being predicted by the experiments. The averaged result of the three metrics
over 50 runs of the experiment is presented. In our evaluation, we used 500 VMs for
the synthetic workloads and 225 VMs for the real workloads.
Our experimental data does not have short running jobs. Short running jobs or
jobs that need to be scheduled between scheduling periods are placed based on the
historical training data for the job. If they live to the next scheduling period they
will be scheduled like other jobs. The migration time is not relevant to our oﬄine
scheduling algorithm and is not considered in the evaluation.

3.7.2

Evaluation Results

Synthetic workload results. Figure 3.8 shows the physical server counts and
the utilization for the two approaches with their averaged SLO violation rate, for
diﬀerent numbers of VMs (50 to 500) on our synthetic data. Also, to make a fair
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(a) The number of physical servers needed to host a VM using the diﬀerent methods.
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(c) The median utilization of servers for diﬀerent number of VMs, where the number
of servers is given in (a).
Fig. 3.8. Placement results for synthetic workloads.
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comparison of utilization and the number of servers needed by the two approaches, we
control their SLO violation rate to be as close to each other as possible. We present
the server count and utilization result in Figure 3.9. Our approach uses a smaller
number of servers and utilizes them more eﬃciently. This is because our approach,
unlike the FFD approach, takes into account the correlations among VMs and the
server workloads. As more VM workloads that are negatively correlated with a server
workload are picked for placement on the server the resulting workload tends to be
smoother (less variability) and capable of hosting more VMs. With the FFD approach
it is more likely that positively correlated workloads are placed together, leading to
more peaks that exceed the server capacity. Thus the FFD approach is more likely
to underestimate the workloads at peaks and overestimate the overall workload and
so, in practice, have more SLO violations and achieves less utilization.
Adaptive resource limit for VM consolidation. Figure 3.10 shows how
VM consolidation can beneﬁt from self-adaptive resource limit selection introduced
in 3.5.1. We compare our packing algorithm with self-adaptive resource limit selection
(with initial limits of 75% and 90%), and without it, i.e. using ﬁxed resource limits
of 75% and 90% respectively. The results show that the resource limit model leads
to better utilization while giving an acceptable SLO violation rate (< 0.1). Although
the utilization using a ﬁxed limit of 0.9 is greater than the one using the adaptive
approach, the former gives a much higher SLO violation rate that is not acceptable.
Production workload result. The eﬀectiveness of our placement algorithm
used with production workload data is shown in Figure 3.11. As before, we keep
the number of SLO violations similar. Overall our approach deploys fewer physical
servers with better utilization. Although the beneﬁt of our approach is less than with
the synthetic workloads, it is still signiﬁcant and gives much better results than what
the FFD and multiplexing placements give.
A key reason our approach is less eﬀective with the production workload than
with the synthetic VM workload is that the production workload is less negatively
correlated than the synthetic workloads, as seen in Figure 3.12. This reduces the ef-
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(a) Number of servers used to host a given number of VMs.
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(b) The median utilization of servers for the given number of VMs, where the number
of servers is given in (a).
Fig. 3.9. Placement results for synthetic workloads with similar SLO
violation rates.
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Fig. 3.11. Placement results on production workloads.
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fectiveness of our placement approach since more positive workloads must be placed
together (there is no negatively correlated workload to use) which leads to more variable joint workloads with higher peaks. Another reason might be that the production
workloads are, overall, not as good a ﬁt for the SARIMA(1,0,1,1,0,1) model as the
accuracy of prediction is worse than that of the synthetic workloads. We next explore
the eﬀect of prediction on our technique.
Figure 3.13 shows that if we have perfect knowledge of future VM demands, our
approach uses fewer physical machines and achieves better utilization compared with
VM placement using the imperfectly predicted results of Figure 3.11. From these
results we can conclude that our technique can further beneﬁt from better prediction results, and, at least in the measured case, exploit them better than the other
placement strategies. Recently developed ensemble algorithms [58], discussed in Section 3.3, might provide this increased accuracy.
Multi-resource consolidation. Figure 3.14 shows the VM consolidation result
with two resource constraints: CPU usage and disk I/O rate (in MB/s). In the ﬁrst
setup, we set the “capacity” of the disk I/O rate on a physical server to be 500MB/s.
The CPU usage becomes a resource bottleneck, and the number of servers used is
close to the number used in the CPU only case. The normalized result is shown in
Figure 3.14(a). In the second setup, let the disk I/O rate on a physical server to be
50MB/s, causing the disk rate to become a bottleneck. An increasing SLO violation
rate, and the probability of SLO violation rate greater than 0.1, result. In both
setups, the placement result using two resource constraints is better than the result
when using only a single one, and the SLO violation rate is controlled well. SLO still
needs to be enforced on the other constraint, otherwise the SLO violation rate will
be unacceptably high.

3.8

Related Work
We now discuss related work that has not been discussed earlier in the chapter.
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(a) The correlation matrix of synthetic workloads.

(b) The correlation matrix of the production workloads.
Fig. 3.12. The correlation matrices of workloads.
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3.8.1

Workload Modeling and Model Selection

The ARIMA model [52] can be applied to most time series, but its predictive
ability depends on the characteristics of the time series and much eﬀort is needed
to ﬁnd a suitable model for observed data. In a data center, however, the number
of VMs that need to be analyzed can be extremely large, and it is expensive and
impractical to independently forecast all VM workloads.
Bobroﬀ et al. [51] introduced a method to schedule VMs dynamically under the
constraints imposed by SLOs. This work adopts an adaptive time series model when
estimating the workload of servers and VMs. Stokely, et al. [59] introduces a platform
and forecasting methodology that implements time series forecasting robustly with
high accuracy. Herbst [60] summarized a survey of a broad range of prediction methods, and proposed an approach to self-adaptively select workload forecasting methods.
Hguyen et al. [63] used a Wavelets to forecast medium-term workloads. Our strategy
builds on seasonal ARIMA models used to predict the future time series and can take
advantage of ongoing eﬀorts to more accurately predict future VM workloads.

3.8.2

Resource Provisioning

Hguyen et al. [63] introduced a resource pressure model to control the SLO violation rate. Schwarzkopf et al. [67] proposed a new resource oﬀering framework to
increase the eﬃciency of parallel job scheduling in a large scale cluster. In contrast,
our methodology considers the correlations among all the VMs and servers, and places
them onto servers based on both their correlations and sizes. We also learn the SLO
violation rate in a Logistic Regression model to predict a better resource limit.
The resource modeling of workloads are also used in synthesizing workloads for experimental evaluation purpose. Workload constraints and cluster resource utilization
are modeled in [68] and the resulting model is used to generate larger-scale workload
traces.
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3.8.3

Dynamic Workload Placement

Dynamic VM Placement has been studied ever since dynamic VM migration became available to data centers. The bin packing problem, or stochastic bin packing
problem, is often used to abstract dynamic VM consolidation. The multi-Capacity
bin packing algorithm is applied to scheduling jobs in [69]. Hwang et al. [62] used a
hierarchical strategy to increase the eﬃciency of placement algorithm.
Meng et al. [16] proposed an approach for resource provisioning and VM consolidation by combining two negatively correlated VMs into a joint VMs. A joint VM is
the summation of two individual VM workloads. VM workloads with complementary
resource patterns (i.e., negative correlated workloads) are consolidated into a joint
VM. This helps achieve a more compact consolidation, reduces the number of servers
used and improves resource utilization. Our work models server workloads that are
based on the dynamic workloads of multiple VMs that have been placed on them,
and their residual covariance. We make fully use of dynamic workloads of all VMs
rather than only their static estimations. Xie et al. [70] introduced a VM placement
strategy based on time-varying network traﬃc patterns for batched workloads. Both
simulation and prototype implementation showed promising result to increase cluster utilization comparing to ﬁxed bandwidth approaches. The paper did not explain
whether the approach can be generalized to resource dimension other than network
bandwidth.
Placement based on the workloads classiﬁcation is stated in [71] to improve the
scalability of the scheduling algorithm, so that priority scores are not computed every
time in each workload placement. Workload classiﬁcation based on resource consumption [72] was proved to help eﬃciently improve task scheduling and capacity planning
at large scale.
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3.9

Summary
Our technique shows that a ﬂexible use of correlation data along with predicted

VM workload data provides uniformly better performance on both synthetic and production data relative to FFD and Multiplexing scheduling approaches. It does this
while almost always having fewer SLO violations than the other approaches. Our
approach is relatively agnostic to prediction strategies and with better predictions
performs better in both absolute terms and relative to the other approaches we compare against.
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4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
With the rise of “Big Data”, modern data infrastructures have rapidly evolved in
recent years. Our work can be considered as one possible solution to Big Data analytics. This thesis introduces a distributed parallel R for large datasets and describes
how the system will be built. More importantly, we prove the usefulness of RABID
by applying it to implement the strategy with promising performance. One of the
main contributions of our work is a general data infrastructure that both adopts a
classic and widely used user interface to achieve state-of-the-art performance. More
and more data intensive applications have been migrated onto the cloud cluster. We
propose a consolidation strategy for virtual machines in the cloud.
Our future work will proceed in various directions.
1. Better support for multi-resource constraints in VM workload placement: Our
current work clearly beneﬁts from using both correlation and workload data of
multiple resources to place VMs. We plan to investigate further the impact of
weight selection among the multiple resource on the result of scheduling VMs.
2. Scalability of the placement algorithm: It will be also interesting to carry out
experiments on the scalability of the algorithm when the number of resources
increases.
3. Automatic prediction model selection for VM workloads: we would like to select
models with higher accuracy for prediction, which will improve the performance
of our technique as stated in the evaluation.
4. Support for heterogeneous cluster environment for VM workload placement:
the placement algorithm proposed in the thesis assumes a homogeneous cluster
where all the hosts are in the same hardware conﬁguration. The resource limits
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in each dimension of the hosts in the cluster are the same. Heterogeneous clusters with diﬀerent type of machines becomes more preferable in recent trends of
data centers as they lead to less operational cost. A variety of placement constraints, in additional to resource constraints, can be represented by labels [72]
and should be respected by placement algorithms. It introduces tremendous
challenges in eﬃcient resource allocation.
5. Caching strategy of RABID under memory pressure: automatic intermediate data caching has signiﬁcantly improved job latency by reducing data I/O
through disks. In cases when the distributed memory is not large enough for
caching all necessary data, runtime system needs an approach to smartly select
partial datasets to be cached based on a cost model.
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A. PROOF OF STATIC ESTIMATION OF HISTORICAL
WORKLOADS SATISFYING SLA
Suppose all N points are divided into K intervals, and the α − quantile on the k − th
interval is Qk for k ∈ [1, K]. Suppose Q = maxK
k=1 Qk , then we claim that Q is larger
than the α − quantile of all the N points. Here is the proof:
On the k − th interval, there are exactly
Q ≥ Qk , there are more than

N
K

N
K

∗ α points are smaller than Qk . Since

∗ α points are smaller than Q. Summarizing all these

points on all intervals, there are more than K ×

N
K

× α = N × α points smaller than

Q. Thus Q is larger than the α − quantile of all these N points.
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B. PROOF OF STATIC ESTIMATION OF PREDICTED
WORKLOADS SATISFYING SLA SUCCESS
PROBABILITY
We denote the event B as the event that xi (tj ) ≤ x̃i (tj ) for all j ∈ [K + 1, K + N ],
then B happens with probability p, and then we have the SLA success probability:

K+N
1 X
P(
χx (tj ; w) ≤ α)
N j=K+1 i

= P(

K+N
1 X
χx (tj ; w) ≤ α|B)P (B)
N j=K+1 i

K+N
1 X
+ P(
χx (tj ; w) ≤ α|B c )P (B c )
N j=K+1 i

≥ P(

K+N
1 X
χx (tj ; w) ≤ α|B) × P (B)
N j=K+1 i

=1×p=p
Therefore, the SLA success probability is above the lower bound p.
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